Archbishop's House,
17e s t m i n a t e r
,

LOND0Y,

5,Ii,

Decentber 31st, 1920,
MP, Edward L, Doheny

Plaza Hotel,

NRW YOfiK CITY,

Dear Mr, Doheny:
This morning I got the reports from Ireland
I have been expecting, and that confirm
all that I have written to you, The situation
in Dublin has not changed, but if the peace
moves are successful, one of the first moves
of the Dail Eirann will be to demand the
release of all interned and prisoners as e
preliminary mark of goof faith on the part of
the Government, This demand will be conceded
without doubt, and the families of the men will
thus be relieved of the necessity of being
supported by cherity, However, there is no
use in banking on thet with certainty, for
though peace seems to be in the air, nevertheless
'fhere are two distinct
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undoubtedly
conversations
efforts being made, and
the only
time
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this
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had
have not lost hope. This information I have
negotiating,
from the men who are actually doing the you must
Of course it cannot be made public, So
consider that there is the Dublin hunger situation
and
which can be relieved if money is provided
best
the
that
I still believe
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the
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in
Dublin
organisation for distribution
Women's Committee, The fact that this Committee
the
is recommended by the Sinn Fein leaders is
distribute
best proof that it will know where to
who are
those
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help
to
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in
relief
the
in real distress,

which
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The Bishop of Down and Connor has for clothe
and
to
feed
past five months been obliged
number is increasing because
T
about 30 000
point
of the slump'in Ee linen trade, At this is
both food and clothes are needed, and foodin
needed more than clothes, The condition
for some time,
Belfast is not likely to change
for business has slumped terribly here, and
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mera utshhave thrown their goods on the market
as fist ab they can, Special.sales are taking

piece in London at pre-war prices, I am
buying cloth for the priests and sisters of
Austria at about one third the price I had
to pay for the same materials last jeugust,
The only man who is completely in touch
with the Belfr>st situation is Bishcp
McRory, whoxhns already organized work
and had been carrying it on most intelligently
even befors enyone oise thought of corting
to the relief of the people,

There is no pressing want in Cork, but
that condition is changing, The priests there
have advised the bishop that in two months
the want will begin to be felt, owing to the
destruction of the agencies o.f employment,
The biggest problem in Oork is to deal with
people who once held good positions, but
whose empicyment is out off and whose incomes
are totally destroyed,
There is no lack
of provisions in Cork,
The people of other burned-up sections
by their relatives; which
means that there will be spo ts other than
Dublin, Cork and Belfsst to which relief
would hsve to go,

are bein6 housed

One of the best things to do would
be to)egmOQret up the young shep keepers
of.dork with meterie1 tiatere needed in the
burned out
that soutd be soid at
villages,is
a cheap rate,
time it would be
At th
well to remember that every merchant lost
to the South of Ireland is a loss to the
prosperity of that part of the country
which will soon be the resi Ireland. The
six Northern counties are t1ready out off
by the Home Rule Bill, There is no sense
in adding to the prosperity of Belfast,
What ought to be done now is to take care
of dret is left, and everything you can
d0 to help the merchant of Southern Ireland
is a mighty help to the solving of future
problems, An intelligent American commission,
representing your Relief Association, w&t&d command
of funds, could do more than anything else
by ourcing over here and studying the
situation and extending relief in a proper way,
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It is not simply a quantian of get,ing food
to the people, but of making your association
apractioni cereission which rouid de very

much for the rehebilitation of Ireland,
A relief ship could not do that, but good,
intelligent men could, and I believe that
such a commission rot:1d be comitted without

any trouble,
I
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